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JUDGMENT

The brief fact leading to the prosecution is that  on 8/11/11 at about  11 
a.m.  in the morning  informant's son Babar Ali was going  to Ambagan  Bazaar for  
purchasing  of tin sheets  but  as  the shop  was  closed he   returned  home  and  on  
the  way  to  returning  home  when  he  reached  in-front of  the  accused's  house  the 
accused  came  and  wrongfully  restrained informant's son  and  uttered slang  words 
and  lastly  beaten up . As  a result  the  victim  sustained serious  injury . After getting 
information  when  the  informant  reached  to the spot  the accused  also beaten  up 
him .    This is the case.
 

 An FIR was lodged  before Rupahihat Police Station . Seen the FIR. A 
case was registered by police and after investigation police submitted charge Sheet  u/s 
341/294/323/34   I.P.C by investigating officer .

The  accused  persons,  in  response  to  the  process  issued  to  them, 
appeared before the court. Particulars of offences u/s 341/294/323/34 of IPC are read 
over and explained to the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 
tried, after copies were handed over and hearing both sides .

The prosecution side has examined two witnesses in support of its case. 
The statement u/s 313 CrPC is recorded .The defense case is total denial and adduced 
on evidence in defence.  .  Heard arguments of both sides.

Whether the accused persons   in furtherance  of common intention- 
 (a) wrongfully restrained  the victim? 
 (b) uttered  slang words against  the victim? 
 (c) voluntarily caused hurt to the victim ? 

To arrive at a just decision on the points referred above, let the evidence 
on the record be examined. The prosecution side, to establish the culpability of the 
accused, victim has to be examined .  I have gone through the same carefully.

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

THE POINTS FOR DETERMINATIONS



In her deposition PW1, informant Babbar  Ali  stated  that  informant is 
his mother . Three years back he  along with  Sarif  were  travelling in the  same  Magic  
van . PW1  also  stated  that  he  engaged  Sarif  in a hotel . After  one  month   back  
when PW1  came back  to the  hotel  and found  that  Sarif  was  not  there.  Then  
PW1  went to Sarif's house  and asked  about  the  matter   then  Sarif's father  and 
other  accused  started beating Babbar's Ali . 

              P.W.2  Monuwara Begum  stated  that  3/ 4  years  back  her   brother's  
son  Sariful  and Babbar  Ali  went to work . She also deposed that  Babbar  Ali  is her  
son.  She  also  deposed  that  it   was nothing but  family  disputes . She slipped    and  
sustained injuries . 

                        In her cross-examination  she deposed  that  she  has  no allegation  
against  the accused .     

                    Upon careful analysis of the evidence on record it revealed that  
complainant /victim Monuwara Begum  herself  declined any allegation  against   the 
accused .  As it was  nothing  but  a family   disputes  and it was  amicably settled  and 
also prosecution  could not  prove  the case  beyond  reasonable  doubt . Therefore,   I  
have reached the inescapable conclusion that the charges u/s 341/294/323/34  IPC 
are not attracted.
 
                                                

  ORDER

The accused persons  Iman  Ali , Mofidul Islam , Mahar Ali, Abdul 
Karim   are therefore acquitted of charges u/s 341/294/323/34   of IPC  and set at 
liberty forthwith. Bail bond shall be extended upto six months from today.     

Dictated under the seal of the court and bearing my signature on this 19-
09-16.
 

    (PRANAB SARMA, AJS)
                   SDJM

             Kaliabor ,Nagaon

  



Appendix

Name of Prosecution Witnesses :

pw1 Babbar Ali 

Pw2 Mustt. Monuwara Begum . 

Name of Defence Witness: Nil 

Exhibited document : Nil. 
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